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Biometric identity systems in law
enforcement and the politics of (voice)
recognition: The case of SiiP

Fieke Jansen1 , Javier Sánchez-Monedero2 and Lina Dencik1

Abstract

Biometric identity systems are now a prominent feature of contemporary law enforcement, including in Europe. Often

advanced on the premise of efficiency and accuracy, they have also been the subject of significant controversy. Much atten-
tion has focussed on longer-standing biometric data collection, such as finger-printing and facial recognition, foreground-

ing concerns with the impact such technologies can have on the nature of policing and fundamental human rights. Less

researched is the growing use of voice recognition in law enforcement. This paper examines the case of the recent
Speaker Identification Integrated Project, a European wide initiative to create the first international and interoperable

database of voice biometrics, now the third largest biometric database at Interpol. Drawing on Freedom of

Information requests, interviews and public documentation, we outline the emergence and features of SiiP and explore
how voice is recognised and attributed meaning. We understand Speaker Identification Integrated Project as constituting a

particular ‘regime of recognition’ premised on the use of soft biometrics (age, language, accent and gender) to disembed

voice in order to optimise for difference. This, in turn, has implications for the nature and scope of law enforcement,
people’s position in society, and justice concerns more broadly.
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Introduction

Biometric technologies are rapidly becoming a central

feature of contemporary governance. It follows a trajectory

of identity systems such as the introduction of last name,

citizen identification number, registration for the purpose

of taxation and urban planning, integration of biometric

data on passports, and the use of fingerprints and DNA

for police investigations that have rendered people legible

to a range of corporate and state actors (Scott, 1998; van

der Ploeg, 1999). Increasingly, these systems are being

complemented by newer forms of biometric technologies

that categorize, attribute and establish single identities

using digital representations of unique body parts ‘in the

wild’ and in ‘real-time’. Facial recognition systems, for

example, are now widespread in both private and public

spaces, and used in a range of different contexts, from

employment to border control to policing (Edri, 2020).

Less well known are voice recognition systems, a

growing technique used by law enforcement for identifying

suspected criminals and terrorists. Within Europe, the

Speaker Identification Integrated Project (SiiP)1 is a prime

example of this development. Launched in 2014 with the

aim to build the first international and interoperable data-

base of voice biometrics, it is now the third largest biomet-

ric database at Interpol after fingerprints and face (Kofman,

2018). The advent of these biometric identity systems, espe-

cially as used by law enforcement, have been the subject of

much controversy. Research on facial recognition systems,

for example, has documented them as error prone and per-

forming less well on certain demographics, especially black

women (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018) and ‘gender mino-

rities, young and old people, members of the disabled com-

munity and manual labourers’ (Kak, 2020). When such

systems are used by law enforcement, implications of this

disparate impact include identity checks on those
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communities who are already overpoliced (Big Brother

Watch, 2018). It further raises questions of fundamental

rights such as the right to privacy, the right to freedom of

association and assembly, and the right not to be discrimi-

nated against. The regulatory frameworks in place to

govern these technologies within Europe, such as the

European General Data Protection Regulation and the

Law Enforcement Directive, have been shown to contain

loopholes for the collection of biometrics data of

European citizens through identity systems as they rely

on broadly defined exceptions for its processing (Kindt,

2020). Several campaigns, particularly in the United

States and the United Kingdom, have called for a morator-

ium on their use, or an outright ban on their presence in

public spaces (Kind, 2019).

These controversies point to the role these technologies

now play in shaping life chances and opportunities for indi-

viduals and different groups in society. They suggest that as

recognition technologies, the processing of large amounts

of biometric data is increasingly part of defining what it

means to be recognised in society. Yet how is such recogni-

tion understood and what are the terms by which it is dis-

pensed? According to Amoore (2020), algorithmic

systems are ‘ethicopolitical’ arrangements that need to be

scrutinised for the terms by which they are transforming

who and what is made visible and calculable. More specifi-

cally, it is important to understand how biometric technol-

ogies are creating systems of verification and

identification by enabling searchable connections of see-

mingly disparate objects - a Youtube video, a phone con-

versation and a police database - to generate new

conditions of what someone could be in the world. In this

sense, uses of biometric technologies invoke a particular

politics of recognition that has consequences for indivi-

duals’ position in society.

In this paper, we explore the terms of recognition in bio-

metric identity systems by focussing on the novel technical

characteristics of the voice identification system SiiP. Still

to be fully embedded within law enforcement, our focus

is on the research and development phase of SiiP. We

explore this as the role of voice in biometric identity

systems remains significantly under-researched yet is

growing rapidly within law enforcement. Moreover,

debates on uses of biometric data by law enforcement

have been overwhelmingly speculative, lacking insights

about the actual nature and practices of data-based surveil-

lance (Brayne and Christin, 2021). We also consider the

focus on voice as particularly pertinent for discussions on

a politics of recognition in the context of biometric identity

systems as voice carries deep associations with the huma-

nising of people and the capacity of people to give an

account of themselves and of their place in the world

(Couldry, 2010). In this sense, whilst our understanding

of the politics of recognition in relation SiiP builds on

broader discussions on biometric identity systems, we are

also confronted with some particularities regarding the

role and nature of voice. Drawing on a combination of

Freedom of Information requests, interviews with practi-

tioners, white papers, research articles and public docu-

ments relating to SiiP, we examine how voice is

translated into a recognition technology that attributes and

denies forms of recognition. Such processes, we argue, illu-

minate the power dynamics at play in the advancement of

biometric technologies in law enforcement and highlight

their pertinence for contemporary struggles for ‘data

justice’ (Dencik et al., 2016; Taylor, 2017).

The paper starts by outlining the advent of voice in iden-

tity systems, focussing on its use in law enforcement, and

the wider geopolitics that contextualise its advancement,

before situating these developments in relation to a politics

of recognition. Here we are particularly concerned with bio-

metric technologies as ‘regimes of recognition’ (Amoore,

2020) that institutionalise classification systems that in

turn shape an agent’s social, cultural and economic position

in society. To illustrate the terms of such recognition we

then go on to provide an analysis of SiiP, outlining how it

attributes characteristics such as age, language, accent and

gender to a voice print2 upon which inferences are made

for the purposes of person identification and classification.

Referred to as ‘soft biometrics’ (Abdelwhab and Viriri,

2018; Dantcheva et al., 2015; Kak, 2020), the inference

of such attributes as a way to govern populations, we

argue, shifts the terms of recognition in such a way that

not only targets particular populations, but risks displacing

the embodied voice as human account. The growing use of

voice identity systems in law enforcement, therefore,

invokes new struggles over recognition that need to

inform current data justice concerns.

Voice recognition in law enforcement

The expanding biometric industry for military and civilian

purposes, including visible facial recognition pilots on the

streets, stations and airports across Europe indicate that

the use of bodily characteristics such as face, irises or

retina for governing are becoming prevalent (Fussey and

Murray, 2019; Marciano, 2019). In Scott’s (1998) analysis

of the function of the state, identity as a governance instru-

ment is a central component of the emergence of early

modern statecraft. It makes society legible to a central

authority, allowing the early European nation states to

take more informed actions for the purposes of areas such

as taxation and security. Since these early ledgers, identity

systems have evolved and become more prominent and

sophisticated to keep up with the increased global mobility

of both goods and people together with the securitisation of

politics following the end of the Cold War. Identity systems

are therefore important governance tools for monitoring

both who enters and exits sovereign territories and how

individuals behave domestically (Gates, 2011). Lyon
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(2008) refers to the growing use of such systems as ‘govern-

ing by identity’, whereby legitimate status in society, access

to basic services and public and private space is increas-

ingly tied to the ability to produce and verify someone’s

identity. In this sense, identity systems are perceived as a

means through which states can more effectively and effi-

ciently engage in statecraft, border control, policing, and

administration of public services (Lyon, 2008; van

Zoonen, 2013). The more recent turn to biometrics, as a

form of governing through identity, originates from the

desire of the state to reliably tie a single stable identity to

a person (Leese, 2020). The premise is that the use of a

digital representation of a finger-, face- or voice print

allows for the construction of a reliable single identity

that cannot change over time and is less susceptible to

exploitation and abuse than other forms of identification

(Gates, 2011: 14). Identity systems are therefore increas-

ingly transforming from a unique identification number or

a first and last name to being organized around bodily char-

acteristics (Kak, 2020; van Zoonen, 2013).

For law enforcement, identity systems have historically

been central to police investigations, both in terms of iden-

tifying traces at a crime scene, offenders and victims of

crime, as well as in terms of the normative constructions

of who or what constitutes a criminal - connecting poor,

migrant, and black and brown communities to specific

crime priorities. This intersection between race, class and

crime is foregrounded in research by Williams and Clarke

(2016) who argue that law enforcement invokes identity

systems to actively exercise the power to attribute categor-

ies of ‘criminality’, or to criminalize specific individuals,

communities and groups. The way this attribution of crim-

inality manifests itself in new systems of verification and

identification is therefore imperative. With the introduction

of more novel biometric technologies in law enforcement

we are witnessing a transformation of purpose in the use

of identity systems, from being primarily used for investiga-

tions to being used for intelligence gathering and policing in

real time. In the United Kingdom, for example, police are

trialling the use of live facial recognition to monitor shop-

ping streets, events and protests (Big Brother Watch,

2018; Liberty, 2020) and in the United States, half the

population is believed to be on facial recognition databases

held by law enforcement (Valentino-DeVries, 2020). The

prevalence of such applications indicates the extent to

which identification is moving from investigation towards

the monitoring of specific populations in particular

environments.

Whilst the largest known biometric databases are based

on fingerprints, and then face, generating considerable

attention, there is less research on the use of voice as a bio-

metric to build large-scale systems that can identify and

search for speakers. Developments in speaker identification

technologies date back to the 1950s and were aimed at sup-

porting security agencies and forensic investigation, and

consisted of a combination of electronic devices and

trained experts that were able to analyse the output of

these devices to reveal the identity of a person (Pollack

et al., 1954). In the 1990s the first automatic voice

systems for person identification were created, now used

for user-authentication identification and access control

key, text-to-speech and speech-to-text assistance

(Aronowitz et al., 2011; Rashid et al., 2008). More recently,

the increased market interest in voice as a biometrics tech-

nology to interface with devices and online services has

opened up new possibilities to collect data on how we

speak and sound for the purpose of speech, emotion and

sentiment recognition and identification (Turow, 2021).

These increased voice recognition capabilities are now

increasingly commonplace in law enforcement. A survey

conducted by Interpol in 2016 found that 44 law enforce-

ment agencies around the world, half of them in Europe,

reported they had speaker identification capabilities and

28 respondents answered that they had automatic or human-

supervised identification of speakers through audio data-

bases (Morrison et al., 2016).

Recognition and biometric identity

systems

Importantly, the construction of identity through many of

these biometric-driven recognition technologies is mark-

edly different to how we might otherwise consider identity.

Burke and Stets (2009: 3) explain identity as ‘the set of

meanings that define who one is when one is an occupant

of a particular role in society, a member of a particular

group, or claims particular characteristics that identify

him or her as a unique person.’ Identities are not static,

but are continuously constructed by both individuals to fit

the multiple roles they inhabit in society as well as by

others in determining the role a person occupies in

society. The ability to construct identities is often

regarded as central for people to relate to each other

through community and group memberships and to under-

stand the world around them (Young, 2011). With the

advent of data-intensive technologies, identity is said to

be increasingly ‘algorithmic’ (Cheney-Lippold, 2017) and

often digitally mediated, such as through social media

platforms and apps, and constructed through data-driven

forms of profiling that create ‘data doubles’ (Haggerty

and Ericson, 2000). This construction of algorithmic iden-

tities, that enable a multiplicity of categorization and

social sorting, often happens outside the consciousness

and control of individuals, communities and groups

(Andrejevic, 2012).

In biometric recognition systems, the construction of

identities relies on the attribution of so-called ‘soft biomet-

rics’ that refers to the inference of ‘demographic character-

istics, emotional states and personality traits from bodily

data’ (Kak, 2020: 6). Here the aim is not only to tie a
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single stable identity to a digital representation of a finger-

print, face and voice for the purpose of registration, authen-

tication and identification, but also to infer certain

characteristics from a biometric trait to inform classifica-

tion. This, in turn, constitutes actionable intelligence. As

Gates (2011: 15) argues, biometric systems not only stan-

dardise identity systems but ‘push those standardised cat-

egories of identities back out onto the individual’ for a

specific purpose. Amoore (2020) therefore sees recognition

technologies as embodying the determination of what is

‘useful’ or who is recognizable as a target of interest.

That is, she argues, machine learning algorithms embody

a ‘regime of recognition’ that identifies who or what

matters to the event. Drawing on Fanon’s concept of ‘epi-

dermalization’, Browne (2015) refers to these novel biomet-

ric systems as ‘digital epidermalization’ that serve to ascribe

meanings to certain bodies from a disembodied gaze. More

specifically, rooted in ‘prototypical whiteness’ biometric

technologies are inscribed in racialising schemas that

make some bodies problematic and not others.

Identity systems based on representations of voice are

therefore part of a suite of biometric technologies that set

out particular terms of recognizability of a body as

human, as ‘fully political’ (Amoore, 2020: 4). They are

not merely validating or attributing truth to an existing iden-

tity, but actively produce and institutionalise classification

systems that exert attributions of who can be recognised

and for what. When deployed in the context of law enforce-

ment, such biometric recognition technologies extend these

attributions onto individuals with potentially significant

impact on their position in society. In this sense, they are

part of the mechanisms through which categorisation is

established and claims to the social world are made, consti-

tuting an important aspect of what Bourdieu (1982/2018)

refers to as ‘struggles over classification’. Such struggles

necessitate questions of who and how we classify, and

what classifications have the most social weight. These

questions, in turn, are key for understanding the conditions

within which individuals form and engage with a ‘politics

of recognition’ (Taylor, 1994).

Here we do not intend to carry out a lengthy discussion

on the many different interpretations of (the politics of)

recognition as advanced by different scholars (see

McBride, 2013 for a useful overview), but refer to it as a

way to highlight the significance of uses of biometric tech-

nologies in law enforcement for how individuals come to

understand themselves in relation to others and the material

and symbolic inequalities that affect the formation of such

recognition (Herzig, 2017). In particular, following

Fourcade and Healy (2017), we understand the algorithmic

processing of data as scoring and ranking instruments that

contribute to the accumulation of symbolic and intangible

capital that in turn shape an agent’s social, cultural and eco-

nomic position in society. An individual’s value or worth,

in this sense, is construed through the meaning they

afford algorithmic classification systems. Moreover,

drawing on McBride (2013), the politics of recognition in

this context is not so much a question of interpersonal rela-

tions as one of the social power needed to gain authority to

dispense recognition. That is, the meaning attributed to

recognition through biometric identity systems is com-

pounded by existing social relations that condition how

and by whom recognition is distributed in society. This is

especially pertinent for algorithmic systems deployed for

the purposes of policing and law enforcement.

Here the focus on voice may be particularly relevant for

thinking about recognition in that it extends existing discus-

sions on biometrics, but also introduces certain features and

ambivalences that are particular to voice. Even if not always

made explicit, the relationship between recognition and

voice is intimately linked in understandings of justice, in

that voice is often assumed to be one of the main mechan-

isms through which people are able give an account of

themselves and their place in the world (Couldry, 2010).

At the same time, voice is often seen to be subject to manip-

ulation and silencing in ways that make its abstraction and

use particularly important. This may especially be the case

where voice is disembedded from embodied contexts as in

the case of biometric recognition technologies. In what

follows, we therefore engage with the way terms of recog-

nition might be transformed through the growing use of bio-

metric identification systems by focussing particularly on

the practices and premises imbued in SiiP, the first voice

biometric database with international scope and a project

that offers new technical novelties based on Open-Source

intelligence (OSINT) and the use of ‘soft biometrics’ to

classify voice samples. In doing so, we are concerned

with what Lyon (2008) describes as ‘governing by identity’

that invokes an ethics of classification requiring political

scrutiny (see also van Zoonen, 2013). As we go on to

argue, we see such scrutiny as especially relevant for the

displacement and appropriation of voice enacted through

biometric identity systems as part of contemporary strug-

gles over recognition.

The case of SiiP

Whilst voice as biometric data to verify a person has been

used for decades, unknown speaker recognition is a more

nascent field that has been made possible through technolo-

gical advances and the rapid proliferation of audio samples

that can be extracted from video platforms, social media

platforms and mobile phones. SiiP is a pertinent case for

studying this development as it has become prevalent

amongst law enforcement agencies internationally as a

way to overcome the increased use of multiple and arbitrary

identities by suspected criminals and terrorists. As a project

SiiP itself has completed and has been integrated into

Interpol’s biometric databases with further incarnations of

voice recognition systems being developed, such as
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Roxanne,3 a next generation research project on biometrics

in law enforcement that aims to combine voice recognition,

language and video technologies for the purposes of,

amongst other things, social graph analysis. This buildout

indicates the significance voice recognition technologies

are having, beyond the focus on SiiP as outlined here.

Doing research on developments in policing is notor-

iously difficult in terms of access (Brayne and Christin,

2021), so in order to explore the case of SiiP we draw on

a combination of methods that provide insights into the

nature and uses of the system. These include five freedom

of information requests sent to the European Research

Executive Agency (REA), the London Metropolitan

police, the German Bundeskriminalamt, the Italian

Ministero della Difesa and Portuguese Ministério da

Justiça, two interviews with law enforcement practitioners

directly involved in the SiiP project, and publicly available

project documentation and research papers to outline the

development and key features of SiiP. The FOIs requested

access to the REA ethics report, evaluation documents, and

deliverable documents,4 and national law enforcement

partner documents concerning the piloting of SiiP, specific

data sources used and the plans for future implementation.

The latter was declined on national security grounds,

however some referred to publicly available information

on gatherings organized by Interpol. This was complemen-

ted by research papers on the technical construction of iden-

tity based on soft biometrics (Ferras et al., 2016; Khelif

et al., 2017, 2018) and public documentation available

about the project from the European Commission.5

Information on further details of the whole system, use

cases, privacy by design considerations and review of

ethical and societal aspects were extracted from project

reports available in the archived copy of the website. In ana-

lysing this data, we are particularly seeking to understand

voice as a praxis of biometric identification in the context

of law enforcement and how this is shaping the scope and

remit of crime. This in turn informs our exploration of the

terms upon which voice is ‘recognised’ within the identifi-

cation system and the meanings attached to such recogni-

tion. We therefore start by outlining the context out of

which SiiP has emerged in law enforcement and the ratio-

nale provided for its uses, before turning to some of the

key features and premises of SiiP that help to illustrate

how recognition is operationalised through biometric

technologies.

The emergence of SiiP

From the outset SiiP has been positioned as a novel biomet-

ric identity system for law enforcement developed to

address a pressing organizational need and to increase the

ability to respond to the security priorities of organized

crime and terrorism. As a research project, SiiP was

funded by the European Union under its FP7-Security

programme with the aim to build the first international

and interoperable database of voice biometrics to support

investigations into transnational threats, terrorism, and

organized crime. Verint Systems Ltd, an Israeli military

and security company, coordinated the project, Nuance

Communication (formerly known as Loquenco), SAIL

LABS and Idiap provided the technical capacity, and

Interpol, the Bundeskriminalamt, London Metropolitan

Police, Ministero della Difesa and Ministério da Justiça

were the participating law enforcement agencies. In its

funding proposal to the European Commission this consor-

tium claim that one of the most prominent contemporary

obstacles to the ability of law enforcement to fight against

organized crime and terrorism is the fact that terrorists

and criminals can use multiple and arbitrary identities.

The use of encrypted communication and burner phones

allows criminals and terrorists to hide their real identity,

and social media and communication apps allow them to

easily take on many different identities and nicknames, all

of which makes it increasingly more difficult for law

enforcement to track or monitor perceived criminal activity.

SiiP is said to facilitate the identification of criminals and

suspected terrorists as well as map and trace future net-

works of suspects. As such, the emergence of SiiP needs

to be understood both in terms of the defined security prio-

rities of the European Union which are reflected in specific

FP7 Security programmes, as well as the continuous devel-

opment of biometric identity systems within the security

industry that aligns with organizational challenges.

The SiiP project aims to develop ‘a system that identifies

voices in audio sourced from lawfully intercepted commu-

nication and social media’ (Interpol, 2018b) and is said to

assist law enforcement in a number of use cases ranging

from identifying terrorism suspects to perpetrators of

child pornography. The consortium behind the project

argues that in the case where terror suspects have covered

their faces while committing a violent act but were caught

on camera, the voice samples of the unknown suspects

can be cross-referenced against a database of known

terror suspects. In the case where an unknown masked

person posted a video of themselves committing a terror

act a system like SiiP would allow law enforcement to

compare this unknown voice reference collected from

social media against other publicly available social media

videos. If videos with matching voice references are

found that include unmasked images of the suspect, this

would in turn facilitate identification by law enforcement.

Another use case put forward is in relation to organized

crime and the use of multiple online and offline identities.

According to the documentation, SiiP would allow law

enforcement to identify a speaker in phone tabs or identify

someone who is trying to enter a country under a false iden-

tity. When a border officer suspects the use of a false iden-

tity, a voice sample from an interview can be compared in

real time to those voice samples of known criminals that are
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stored at the police headquarters or to the voice samples

stored at Interpol. A third use case is the use of voice

samples to identify the perpetrator or victims of child

sexual exploitation by matching the voice of unknown per-

petrators in the background of confiscated video evidence

against a larger database.

In all these use cases it is argued in the project documen-

tation that ‘SiiP could make voice identification a more reli-

able and powerful part of a criminal investigation’ (Interpol,

2018b). As such, the novel features of SiiP are explicitly

linked to crime investigation uses rather than other types

of uses (such as intelligence). This is important as present-

ing SiiP within a contained field of crime investigation may

bypass engagement with key questions and concerns that

have marked debates about the uses of biometric technolo-

gies in law enforcement otherwise. However, as noted

above and as we go on to argue, the reliance on soft biomet-

rics as a way to narrow down the search field actively

undermines any clear distinction between investigation

and intelligence. Moreover, these use cases foreground

representations of voice as a versatile basis for identifica-

tion; not only can it be applied to a range of predetermined

crime priorities it can also be used to match an unknown

voice to a diffuse corpus of data, ranging from known

voice prints within law enforcement databases, to

unknown voice samples in telecommunications infrastruc-

ture, collected from social media (OSINT) or in physical

demarcated spaces (borders). This uniquely positions

voice in terms of what can be digitally captured and ana-

lysed as the basis for recognition.

Features of SiiP

In our interviews, the practitioners highlighted a number of

novel features in the SiiP system, the most notable being the

use of soft biometrics to increase the accuracy of voice

recognition. SiiP offers the use of 7 different ‘engines’ to

identify a suspect: voiceprints recognition, keyword spot-

ting, voice cloning detection, and age, language, accent

and gender identification (European Commission, 2017).

This is a notable upgrade from previously used voice iden-

tification systems which only had the capability of combin-

ing two engines, such as age and language or accents. The

move to expand and combine a multiplicity of soft biomet-

ric characteristics is seen as one way to establish more relia-

bility in the identification of a suspected criminal or

terrorist. Furthermore, it is suggested in the project descrip-

tion that SiiP would be capable of filtering out voice

samples of family members or individuals that use the sus-

pects’ phone and thereby decrease surveillance of ‘inno-

cents’ (European Commission, 2017). This suggests that

increased accuracy through the attribution of soft biometric

will allow law enforcement to make some voices visible and

others invisible. Importantly, the aim is not to determine a

singular identity but to offer multiple (3–5) matches that

allow for a range of options. This, it was claimed in inter-

views by practitioners, ensures humans remain

‘in-the-loop’ for any decision-making, taking account of

the uncertainties surrounding voice identification. Unlike

fingerprints or DNA, the voice characteristics of a person

will differ depending on time of day, levels of stress and

other externalities (e.g. smoking).

Practitioners therefore rely on soft biometrics - the attri-

bution of characteristics such as age, language, accent and

gender to a voice print upon which inferences are made -

both for the analysis of an unknown voice as well as a pre-

selection mechanism to narrow the dataset collected from

OSINT (predominantly social media) for a 1:N comparison.

This is explained in project documentation from Interpol as

‘in open-source intelligence you can use all these machines

to for example narrow down space where you are looking

for a speaker. Say you are looking for a speaker that

speaks Arabic, is male and is an adult, but he has an

accent […] like Saudi Arabia, you could narrow down the

search space into these features and hopefully you can

narrow it down and maybe the chance is better to really

find this fish in the sea’ (Interpol, 2018a). The application

of soft biometrics for the purpose of pre-selection is a

novel feature in SiiP that serves to create group classifica-

tions of potential ‘criminal’ or ‘terrorist’ based on extracted

samples of digital representations of voice that share perso-

nal characteristics with a pre-defined profile.

Speaker verification and identification systems generally

consist of a pipeline of several steps including feature

extraction, speaker modelling, scoring and, in the case of

verification, decision-making. First a system performs

feature extraction to convert the speech signal of an audio

utterance to a set of feature vectors that can be processed

by a computer. Feature vectors are processed to create

text and channel independent representations of a person

known as ‘speaker models’. A reliable system should gen-

erate very similar speaker models from different audio

samples of the same person so, typically, there would be

several vectors for each person to represent inter-speaker

variability (Dehak et al., 2011). State-of-the-art software,

such as the one in SiiP, uses a technique called i-vectors

(identity vectors) as speaker models together with statistical

and machine learning techniques to compare and score the

similarity of these models (Khelif et al., 2017). Soft biomet-

rics models are codified in a similar way through Universal

Background Models, which are speaker independent

models that can be compared against a person-specific

model (Li and Jain, 2015).

Although SiiP explored different statistical and machine

learning techniques for each step of the pipeline, we can

point out some general assumptions and logics of these

techniques when building computational representations

of identities and soft biometrics. To improve accuracy,

these techniques follow two general principles of machine

learning: the computational representation of items of the
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same class have to be similar whilst the representation of

samples of different classes have to be very dissimilar to

other groups. To seek for these principles, statistical techni-

ques such as factor analysis or linear discriminant analysis

are used to find a vectorized representation in which the

ratio between between-class variance (different demo-

graphic groups, e.g. samples of adults vs. children) and

within-class variance (same demographic group, e.g.

samples of children) is maximized (Li and Jain, 2015).

This generic principle for data transformation is also

present in the machine learning methods used to build the

final scoring tools such as support vector machines and

deep neural networks. This means that audio characteristics

that are similar amongst demographic groups will be

removed from the model whilst characteristics which

better differentiate between categories will have a stronger

influence in the score that measures how likely a person

belongs to a demographic group. The above reasoning is

valid to understand the optimization logic of the statistical

techniques however this does not necessarily mean that

the resulting system will meet these properties for all the

identity classification subsystems. Actual systems

working with real data can score persons within a gradient

of values that overlap between categories rather than produ-

cing clear binary groups.

Previous systems relied on information fusion of differ-

ent speaker recognition engines to improve accuracy, what

is described as intra-task fusion, while SiiP exploits hetero-

geneous systems for gender, age, language and accent iden-

tification extended by speech-to-text transcription with

keyword spotting, so-called inter-task fusion. The overview

of identity information fusion as used in SiiP is shown in

Figure 1.

The use of soft biometrics classification models has pre-

viously been developed in the field of computer vision and

facial recognition to improve recognition rates through

inter-task fusion or to describe persons in video and

images (see for example Park and Jain, 2010 on visual sur-

veillance and forensics). The demographic and keyword

information used in SiiP will generally be available as meta-

data associated with a speaker in the context of an investi-

gation. The underlying logic is that when comparing two

speaker models they should be considered closer in the

model space if the inferred characteristics are similar. For

example, a person identified as an adult man with a Hindi

accent would more likely match audio samples with these

inferred characteristics. The developers of SiiP examined

several ways to fuse speaker information with accent, lan-

guage and gender (Ferras et al., 2016) and also explored sta-

tistical techniques to infer demographic characteristics

when there is uncertainty about or absence of demographic

information in metadata (Madikeri et al., 2019). According

to the authors, the experimental study concluded that

adding this side information reduced the error rate to

0.5% on benchmark datasets (Ferras et al., 2016). The

available documentation indicates that the SiiP language

identification can recognise 22 languages and identify

several English accents (Native, Chinese, Russian, Hindi

and Korean), while practitioners highlighted that next to

English they also considered other languages such as

Turkish, Portuguese and Arabic. These modules are

trained to discriminate between languages and accents

and avoid identifying acoustic features from speakers.

There is one module for age identification and gender iden-

tification that categorizes each speaker with a binary label,

where age is reduced to ‘child’ or ‘adult’ and gender to

‘men’ or ‘women’. Both modules are implemented with

machine learning models trained on a combination of

English and German corpora. The SiiP project did not

create a new dataset but relied on previous ones associated

with other speaker identification systems and previous aca-

demic work. As such, whilst using a multi-source dataset

can strengthen the robustness of the system, this also

means that the categories associated with a person’s identity

are driven by data availability, and the terms of data collec-

tion, above other criteria.

The second novel aspect of SiiP pointed out in our inter-

views with practitioners is to simplify law enforcement use

of a variety of data sources, such as the integration of data

collection from OSINT, capture voice data from audio

recording from mobile and satellite, and the use of mobile

phones to record voice samples and cross reference them

to databases at law enforcement headquarters and

Interpol. Features of Nuance’s products allow for audio

mining, which entails grouping similar speaker voices in

a database to associate unknown data in large sets of infor-

mation.6 To deal with sound variability, the development

team created a ‘Lawful Interception Simulator’ to test the

system performance when dealing with different communi-

cation channels (SATCOM, PSTN, cellular, telecom VOIP

and Internet VOIP apps). An investigator can query these

systems through the SiiP Portal to find voice samples

beyond basic keyword searches by including language,

geo-location, taxonomy, entity associations etc. and the

search results can be incorporated to the SiiP database

including not only audio information, with associated meta-

data, but also other captured multimedia information

(video, photographs and images) that will be maintained

for possible evidential purposes.

Importantly, as noted above, when relying on OSINT or

the interception of phone calls for the collection of voice

samples, which are captured ‘in the wild’ for multiple

unknown speakers, it is necessary to account for environ-

mental factors to trust an accuracy rate. However, the avail-

able documentation on the SiiP project does not indicate the

actual performance of the system with real data and what

characteristics of an audio sample such as length or

quality are enough to identify a person in a large OSINT

database or phone recordings. According to research, a

small audio sample of 30–60 s length can be enough to
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verify the identity of a person in benchmark datasets

(Poddar et al., 2019) yet the robustness of the tools

depends on factors such as noise, heterogeneous speakers,

heterogeneous recording devices or audio encoding.7

Practitioners recognised the quality of voice samples

needed for speaker identification as one of the key chal-

lenges with the project, OSINT data generating better

results than phone recordings. Moreover, in the context of

security and law enforcement agencies a speaker can

adopt counter measures. In biometrics, spoofing or presen-

tation attacks consist of altering the data before it is cap-

tured/measured to evade speaker identification (Alegre

et al., 2014) or engage in mimicry of the identity of a

person (Li et al., 2020).

SiiP, therefore, advances key assumptions about not

only the nature and uses of biometric data by privileging

the abstraction of demographic characteristics (soft biomet-

rics) as a way to infer and classify identities, but also the

relationship between digital representations of voice and

legal categorisations of action distinguishing suspect and

non-suspect by relying on OSINT as the primary source

for data collection to inform actionable intelligence. The

case of SiiP is therefore a pertinent example of the way bio-

metric technologies are increasingly integrated into social

practices around some significant operationational logics

that in turn inform how and on what terms a person is recog-

nised. As we go on to discuss below, SiiP can in this regard

be seen as illustrative of a particular politics of recognition

that emerges from the growing reliance on biometric iden-

tity systems based on voice.

The politics of (voice) recognition

The emergence and features of SiiP is part of a broader

trend that elevates the role of biometric technologies in

shaping life opportunities. This is evident from the active

construction of identities through soft biometrics abstracted

from a vast range of data sources that inform classifications

of political categories such as innocent/criminal/terrorist.

As Browne (2015) points out, the use of biometric data

follows a genealogy of ‘branding’ (rooted in slavery) in

which the application of biometrics is in the verification,

identification, and automation practices that enable the

body to function as evidence. Furthermore, these digitised

instances need to be understood in the context of specific

historical and institutional sites within specific discursive

formations and practices, by specific enunciative strategies.

In analysing SiiP, we can see that while debates have pri-

marily centred around the use of facial recognition, a new

form of biometric technology has emerged in the context

of law enforcement that further extends the body as evi-

dence and contributes to increased levels of real time mon-

itoring. As a project, SiiP seeks to not merely identify

voices, but rather to ‘actively generate recognizability’

(Amoore, 2020: 69) in terms of who or what can be regis-

tered as of interest through an embedded authority to dis-

pense or relinquish recognition; an authority that does not

reside wholly in a recognizable human. Beyond the use

cases provided in the project documentation, we still

know little about how SiiP is used by law enforcement

agencies in practice, but the integration of SiiP within

Interpol and the advancement of voice-based data systems

in other security research projects (such as Roxanne) indi-

cates a growing significance of generating recognisability

through voice. This suggests that law enforcement agencies

have an interest in the affordances of SiiP to construct

recognizable identities through the automated processing

of digitised data that sets the parameters for the boundaries

of crime, actionable intelligence and subsequent decision-

making. What matters in terms of recognizability are the

digital representations of voice over and above any

embodied voice in any particular space. This shifts the

terms of recognition and the way in which struggles over

recognition might emerge.

Debates on the political implications of biometric iden-

tity systems such as finger-printing and digital imaging

based on face or gait have highlighted concerns about sur-

veillance as well as the high error-rates and discriminatory

Figure 1. Diagram showing the information fusion procedure of SiiP.
Adapted from Khelif et al. (2018).
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outputs of such technologies. Emphasising the ‘prototypical

whiteness’ (Browne, 2015) that has marked the genealogy

of biometric technologies, these concerns have pointed to

the rate of misidentification of ‘othered’ faces, such as

black and brown, women and queer communities

(Brayne, 2020, Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018). Such obser-

vations are particularly relevant in systems where abstract-

ing biometric data is a condition for the recognition of basic

rights, and where misidentification can lead to increased

police surveillance and other actions. Importantly, whilst

showcasing the extent of ‘biases’ in biometric identity

systems has served to undermine the legitimacy of their

uses, there has also been a worry that it may spur on tech-

nical fixes that seek to optimize facial recognition for those

very groups prone to misidentification. We see this worry

manifest itself in the case of SiiP as a system of verification

and identification that does not optimize to recognize a mere

voice but optimizes to recognize the voice of specific com-

munities. Soft biometrics are used as proxies for demo-

graphic categories to improve the accuracy of the system

from the perspective of law enforcement, attributing voice

characteristics to categories of criminality. Training a

system to identify specific accents, languages and genders

that are associated with the recognition of a ‘terrorist’ in

itself makes certain individuals and communities more

visible to law enforcement. As such, the integration of

voice samples into databases for the purposes of law

enforcement embeds additional layers of conditionality

and ontological insecurity (a body made out of place

[Browne, 2015]) into the regime of recognition constructed

by biometric identity systems.

Furthermore, the reductionist categories of binary labels

inferred by soft biometrics rely on criteria based on already

available data that is unlikely to match the cultural and

social diversity of the general population. Such uses of

soft biometrics have been shown to lack scientific valida-

tion and often rely on deeply contested assumptions about

physiological attributes and the relationship between

people and data (Sánchez-Monedero and Dencik, 2020).

Pre-selecting the digital representations of some voices col-

lected from data infrastructures to inform the labelling of

criminals or terrorists invokes a particular regime of recog-

nition, in which institutional priorities shape what dispersed

groups of individuals are recognized and algorithmically

processed by law enforcement on the basis of sharing

certain voice characteristics. Thus this process of optimiz-

ing for biometric differences transforms the everyday

online expression of some communities into sites for crim-

inal investigation. In turn, the use of soft biometrics as a

pre-selection mechanism risks embedding forms of stereo-

typing in institutions and obscuring the criminalization of

specific communities (Williams, 2015). This algorithmic

processing of voice happens without knowledge of those

impacted, ensuring and entrenching the obscurity of the

process through which specific communities are

criminalised. While the SiiP project advances the argument

that the use of soft biometrics will increase the accuracy of

identifying suspects and also decrease surveillance of ‘inno-

cents’, the pre-selection of certain voices highlights the

extent to which such categories are necessarily premised

on differential distribution of recognition amongst popula-

tions. It compels the question of how voices are recognised

as a threat (criminal or terrorist) and how voices are deemed

innocent.

What is more, digital representations of voice are well

known to be prone to environmental interferences that

make them unreliable. Practitioners engaged in the SiiP

project try to overcome this by relying more on some

type of data rather than other (e.g. OSINT rather than

phone tappings), but in order to perform its claimed tasks,

the system still necessarily invokes certain ‘ground-truths’

that facilitates a process of actualising a possibility of

potentials into one, without making this explicit. Amoore

(2019) outlines it as a condition of ‘algorithmic doubt and

certainty’ in which algorithmic systems erase the presence

of doubt whilst simultaneously generating ‘the parameters

against which uncertainty will be adjudicated’ so that a mul-

tiplicity of doubts can be condensed to a single output

beyond doubt. By ignoring the fallibilities of what the algo-

rithm has learned about the world, by erasing doubt as an

inherent feature of knowledge, uncertainties, errors and

‘biases’ in biometric identity constructions based on voice

are baked into the system from the outset along with the

political consequences that emerge from that.

Although it has been very under-researched, the focus on

voice is particularly pertinent in considering biometric iden-

tity systems as regimes of recognition. Here, voice as a

technology that optimizes for difference allows us to

situate it in a broader ‘struggle over classification’

(Bourdieu, 1982/2018), where the political rationale of

who and how people and communities get classified as sub-

jects of interest in turn has the potential to shape their social,

cultural and economic position in society (Fourcade and

Healy, 2017). As the case of SiiP illustrates, the collection

of voice samples across data sources (social media, mobile

phones etc.) and the integration of voice data into shared

databases held by law enforcement agencies actively disem-

beds voice from body and context (across the general popu-

lation, on a global scale). The use of (real time) voice

sample collection allows any place and data infrastructure

to become a crime scene, a site for investigation where

one can lawfully record a person. Conditions are therefore

created where digital representations of some voices can

be abstracted, circulated and classified with disregard for

the contextualised and embodied meaning of these voices.

Social media platforms, for example, shape conditions

within which (mis)recognition might be carried out not

necessarily as sites of identity formation, but as an intrinsic

part of political and institutional crime priorities, disenfran-

chising and reappropriating certain voices. This
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disembedding, or dispossession (Couldry and Mejias,

2019), of voice in turn serves to undermine the value of

voice, as in the capacity for people to give an account of

themselves and their place in the world. Instead, biometric

information increasingly displaces the ‘muted body’

(Browne, 2015) - any claim to an identity’s truth resides

overwhelmingly in the inferred characteristics of biometric

data that end up speaking for an individual and their posi-

tion in society.

The politics of (voice) recognition that emerge from the

uses of biometric identity systems in law enforcement are

therefore significant for the ways in which datafication

intersects with justice concerns - or data justice - in

several respects. They highlight the need to unpack not

only who is recognized by data systems but also how that

recognizability is constructed and with what implications

for people’s life chances. Voice in both its symbolic and

material form is often regarded as fundamental to how

people are able to make claims for themselves and the

environment they inhabit, yet the terms upon which voice

comes to matter is a political question (Couldry, 2010).

The advent of biometric identity systems such as SiiP radi-

cally transforms the relationship between voice and recog-

nition. Rather than voice being a channel through which

recognition can be sought based on an individual’s claims

to experiences and the social world, SiiP illustrates a

process of alienation between voice and recognition; the

embodied voice no longer having any meaningful claims

to the terms of recognition and how recognition might be

attributed. Moreover, SiiP subverts this relationship

through disembedding voice and appropriating spaces of

expression of voice into spaces of classification of voice

for purposes of law enforcement. In this sense, biometric

identity systems can be seen as inherently misrecognising;

a form of misrecognition that in the case of SiiP crimina-

lizes individuals who share voice characteristics attributed

to a crime priority.

The case of SiiP and the focus on voice recognition in

law enforcement therefore extends discussions on data

justice beyond an engagement with rights and freedoms,

and forces us to contemplate the terms by which we are

able to give an account of ourselves and how we come to

be recognised in the world. Although presented in terms

of ‘research’ as a way to neutralise its role as an instrument

of governance, the advancement of SiiP is deeply embed-

ded in the current political and strategic vision within

Europe. This vision entails the prioritization of experimen-

tation on specific crime types over others (Garland, 2004;

Williams, 2015), the desire of law enforcement to not

only utilize new technologies but also expand the spatio-

temporal horizon of what constitutes a crime scene and

who constitutes a potential suspect through such exploit-

ation of available technical capabilities. The politics that

emerges from the development and uses of SiiP is therefore

indicative of much broader transformations in the

conditions within which struggles for recognition are

pursued today.

Conclusion

The reliance on different kinds of biometric data for inves-

tigating crime and other illegal activity has a long and con-

tentious history. With the rise of automated machine

learning systems in policing that abstract biometric infor-

mation from artefacts such as images or sensors, biometric

identity systems have become the subject of significant

scrutiny and debate. Whilst developers and law enforce-

ment bodies have often advanced such technologies with

a promise of more efficient and accurate practices, concerns

have been raised about the impact the deployment of bio-

metric identity systems in policing might have on funda-

mental human rights and the policing of different

communities. These have often focussed on the nature

and scale of surveillance that the use of such technologies

entails and what this might mean for the right to individual

privacy, freedom of expression and freedom of assembly. In

addition, prominent research into biometric identity

systems, especially facial recognition technologies, has

shown they are prone to high error-rates, particularly

amongst minority groups that are subject to increased risk

of criminalization when such technologies are used. This

has positioned biometric identity systems as instruments

of governance that are important for concerns with justice.

The increasing use of voice samples to inform biometric

identity systems deployed by law enforcement provides

further ammunition to these debates. Whilst voice recogni-

tion technologies have received much less public and scho-

larly attention, they are rapidly becoming part of this new

regime of recognition that determines who is made visible

and calculable. The case of SiiP provides some critical

insights into the terms on which such recognition is

carried out and attributed meaning. Relying on inferences

based on soft biometrics, such as gender, language and

accents, the SiiP project is advanced on the premise of

increasing accuracy and addressing key organisational

needs. Accuracy and need here is understood not just in

terms of establishing a single identity, but rather to create

a classification system based on matching voice character-

istics to crime priorities. This classification system is, in

turn, conditioned by the availability of data in the form of

digital representations of voice across online platforms

and mobile phones.

The integration of SiiP in law enforcement is therefore

significant for understanding the conditions within which

contemporary politics of recognition play out. In abstract-

ing voice from data infrastructures as a way to inform

recognisability understood as who or what may be of inter-

est to law enforcement, voice is disembedded from the

embodied and social context that gives it meaning as a

vehicle for how a person gives an account of themselves
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and their place in the world. Instead, the value of voice as it

relates to recognition is determined by the calculable infer-

ences that can be made from it in relation to a pre-defined

objective (crime priority). This, in turn, serves to optimise

for difference so as to better recognise particular voices

over others. Voice, in this sense, is recognizable only

insofar as it provides value to categories of actionable intel-

ligence (criminal/terrorist/innocent) that in turn impacts on

people’s position in society. This suggests there is an inher-

ent misrecognition - and therefore injustice - that accom-

panies the displacement of voice in biometric identity

systems. As voice recognition technologies are set to

become increasingly significant for law enforcement and

governance structures, moving into areas of social

network analysis, such scrutiny of emerging recognition

regimes and the way they impact on policing practices

needs to form a much bigger part of our understanding of

data justice.
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Notes

1. https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/607784

2. Voice print is the term we use to distinguish between a voice

sample that is collected from and through data infrastructures

and the abstracted voice that has been analysed.

3. https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/833635

4. Deliverable documents in the time period of the testing of the

project with the four law enforcement partners; Ministério da

Justiça (Portugal), Ministero Della Difesa (Italy), Mayor’s

Office for Policing and Crime (United Kingdom), and the

Bundeskriminalamt (Germany). https://www.asktheeu.org/en/

request/information_related_to_the_h2020#outgoing-15558

5. Way Back Machine archived material of SiiP website https://

web.archive.org/web/20181229171923/http://www.siip.eu/

6. https://www.nuance.com/content/dam/nuance/en_us/collateral/

enterprise/data-sheet/ds-nuance-forensics-en-us.pdf.

7. https://www.asktheeu.org/en/request/information_related_to_

the_h2020
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